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I N TRODUCT ION

This professional client had a static, HTML-based website with a focus

on the luxury real estate market and high-end interior design. The site

relied on Flash software on its homepage to display all its content and

navigation as fade-in text. None of that loaded in various browsers that

were phasing out flash or for site visitors who had disabled flash. 

The goal of the new site was an updated, refreshed look while keeping

the bright red color scheme. The new site had to be easily updated, with

an added blog and an overall feel of luxury and excellence.

The client decided to redesign the site using a DIY platform but

incorporated my suggested improvements. The new site is clean and

easy to navigate, uses high-resolution images and an enhanced About

page. It is mobile-friendly while retaining the desired color scheme and

overall feel. The blog has not yet been set up.

OBSERVATIONS & SUGGESTIONS

Lack of contrast and red

background makes the

Homepage hard to read

Web accessibility issues (color

contrast and voice recognition)

Flash doesn’t work on Google

Chrome or Apple products and

the content on the homepage

doesn't always display.

The site is not mobile-friendly

Long page load times

The site uses no images

The Homepage lacks a call-to-

action

There is no mission statement or

about info on the site

There is no top navigation

No SEO implementation



PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Add high-resolution images

throughout. Create the

suggestion of luxury by

choosing outstanding images of

high-end real estate, incl.

apartment interiors and high-

rise buildings

Add a profile image on the

homepage

Add an About page with a

profile image looking at the

reader—and tell an engaging

story about what you do, why

you do it and how you're

different

Add an introduction/mission

statement or a clear tagline on

the homepage

Stress what sets you apart from

the competition, what solutions

you offer to your ideal clients

Stress how you solve your

clients' pain points

Add one CTA to the homepage,

i.e. to schedule a consultation

call, or to download a freebie to

catch emails and grow your

email list

Use plain background for text.

Red backgrounds are strenuous

to read

Keep a bright red element on

the homepage in the navigation

and in the footer to maintain

the red color scheme

throughout the site

Add testimonials to the

homepage 

Add social media links to the

homepage

Add a Contact page

Add a Portfolio page

Add a Services page



SCREENSHOTS

AFTER

BEFORE


